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an extra ticket to go to the movies?" "Who would you rather ___

with you, George or me.A. to go B. have go C. have gone D.

going2.Physics is the present-day equivalent of ___ used to be called

natural philosophy,from which most of present-day science arose.A.

that B. all C. which D. what3.Thats a nice watch. I wish I ___ one like

it.A. have B. had C. have had D. can have4.As teachers we should

concern ourselves with what is said, not what we think ___ .A. ought

to be said B. must say C. have to be said D. need to say5.The law

requires that everyone ___ his car checked at least once a year.A. has

B. would have C. have D. will have6.The doctor suggested that your

brother avoid ___ his right hand.A. to be using B. using C. having

been using D. to use7.A new technique ___ , the yields as a whole

increased by 20 percent.A. working out B. having worked outC.

having been worked out D. to have been worked out8.The police

accused him of setting fire to the building but he denied ___ in the

area on the night of the fire.A. to be B. to have been C. having been

D. be9.The problem of ___ to 0select as his successor was quickly

disposed of.A. what B. whom C. which D. how10.All flights ___

because of the terrible weather, they had to go there by train.A.

having been canceled B. had been canceledC. having canceled D.

were canceled1.In the course of a day, students do far more than just

___ classes.A. attend B. attended C. to attend D. attending2.He



resented ___ to wait. He expected the minister ___ him at once.A. to

be asked, to see B. being asked, to seeC. to be asked, seeing D. being

asked, seeing3.If the building project ___ by the end of this month is

delayed, the construction company will be fined.A. being completed

B. is completed C. to be completed D. completed4.This is one of the

questions ___ at the meeting next week.A. discussed B. discussing C.

to be discussed D. being discussed5. ___ , a man who expresses

himself effectively is sure to succeed more rapidly than a man whose

command of language is poor.A. Other things being equal B. Were

other things equalC. To be equal to other things D. Other things to

be equal6.They are going to have the serviceman ___ an electric fan

in the office tomorrow.A. install B. to install C. to be installed D.

installed7.Since both he and I work in the same hospital, I can hardly

avoid ___ him.A. being met B. meeting C. to be met D. to meet8.The

indoor swimming pool seems to be a great deal more luxurious than

___ .A. is necessary B. being necessary C. to be necessary D. it is

necessary9.What a lovely party! Its worth ___ all my life.A.

remembering B. to rememberC. to be remembered D being

remembered10.Contrast may make something appear more

beautiful than it is when ___ alone.A. seen B. is seenC. to be seen D.
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